Influenza Viruses And Governmental Fear Mongering:
The ‘Avian Flu’ Scare – A Repackaged & Updated ‘Swine Flu’!

Today's Influenza Vaccines Are NOT Effective!

Based on the current published studies on influenza effectiveness and the CDC’s actual reported “influenza” illness and mortality data during the period 1987 – 2000:

- The current influenza vaccines are NOT effective for children 2 and under or adults over 65.
- For all other groups, the current influenza vaccines are less than 50% effective in a good year and not effective in years where there is a "strain mismatch.'
- For the past 20 years, the CDC's claimed 36,000 people die each year from "flu" or "flu-related pneumonia" is:
  - A KNOWINLGY FALSE CLAIM,
  - When called on the truth of their statements concerning vaccines, CDC officials have admitted (in their "sworn: testimony before Washington State and Delaware legislators) that they knowingly lie about various aspects of vaccines because their “job’ is to promote vaccination at all costs, and
  - Count the people who die of pneumonia during the “flu” season as “flu-related” deaths even though most are not confirmed to be infected with the “flu” virus.
- The factual approximate “flu-related” pneumonia deaths per year for the CDC data available to the public in the period from 1997 to 2000 are as follows:
  - About 600 to 3,000 deaths each year, which translates into a death rate of about 1.7 to 8.3 persons per 1,000,000.
  - The range of influenza cases is from 34 to 130 million per year or, in percent of the population, 24.4% to 50.8%.
  - Between 13,000 and 44,000 people were hospitalized for “flu’ or “flu-related pneumonia” in the years data was reported by the CDC.
  - There is/was no correlation between the % of the population inoculated for “flu” and either the “attributed” deaths or the % of population getting the “flu”
- When it comes to children, the available CDC data indicate that:
  - For the 1-to-4-year age group, “flu attributed” deaths were 6 to 16 each year, and
  - For the 5-to-14 year age group, “flu attributed” deaths were 1 to 14 each year.

Based on the preceding facts, the **CDC's “36,000 deaths per year” is a 12- to 60-fold INFLATION OF THEIR OWN DATA ON “FLU DEATHS, and AN OBVIOUS FABRICATION.**

Thus:

**TODAY'S “FLU” VACCINES ARE NOT EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING YOU FROM GETTING THE “FLU”!**
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NEXT, THE BIRD FLU VACCINE BOONDOGGLE

Since: a) the current influenza vaccines are not effective, b) the exact “bird” flu influenza (H5N1) virus that will “cause” the alleged “bird-flu pandemic” is not known BECAUSE the H5N1 virus is rapidly mutating, c) the current experimental vaccines are already a mismatch for the current strain infecting chickens and people in Asia, and d) it takes months to convert a detected viral strain into a vaccine, but only weeks for a “flu” to spread to a significant portion of a population in America,

WHY, except to fatten the “flu” vaccine makers pockets and fund their new facilities and research efforts,

WOULD ANY SANE GOVERNMENT
of the people, by the people, and for the people
FUND ANY SIMILAR “BIRD-FLU VACCINE” BOONDOGGLE?

JUST LIKE THE LAST ‘ANIMAL’ INFLUENZA THREAT!!!

HISTORY 101: THE GREAT “SWINE FLU” FIASCO

They say that people who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it—has everyone forgotten the last flu SCARE: The ‘Swine Flu” – a pandemic that never was!

- Like the small contained “Avian flu” outbreaks occurring in China in 2004 and 2005, a small, contained “swine flu” outbreak (which the Centers for Disease Control [and Prevention] {CDC} investigated and confirmed had been caused by a swine-type influenza A virus) occurred in the U.S. in February of 1976 at Fort Dix in New Jersey.

- Like the current “sky is falling” reaction,
  - The Department of Health, Education and Welfare, as well as numerous medical experts, became concerned that a major flu epidemic was imminent for the coming fall.
  - FEAR of influenza deaths in numbers similar to the 1918 flu epidemic led to a recommendation that the federal government vaccinate all Americans.
  - When insurance companies refused to provide coverage to the vaccine manufacturers, the government agreed to accept liability for claims of adverse events.
  - This obstacle having been cleared, the National Influenza Immunization Program (NIIP) officially started in October of 1976.
  - The number of vaccinations given each week increased rapidly from less than one million in early October to more than four million in the later weeks of the month, and reached a peak of more than six million doses a week by the middle of November 1976.
  - The NIIP was unique in the annals of epidemiology: an organized surveillance effort was in place from the very beginning, and over forty million people were vaccinated during the short time the NIIP was in effect.
  - However, on December 16, 1976 the NIIP was suspended following reports from more than ten states of Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) in vaccinees.
  - By January of 1977, more than 500 cases of GBS had been reported, with 25 deaths.
  - Millions of dollars in lawsuits and many years later, the only “epidemic” was an epidemic of vaccines injuries as the “swine flu” pandemic never appeared.
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Yet, today, our government is AGAIN:

● Fear mongering about another influenza, the “avian”/“bird” flu, and
● Pursuing the same stupid path to create a vaccine for a disease that may never exist and, like the swine-flu vaccine, is likely to damage thousands, even though
● There are drugs that are effective treatments for treating those who contract any influenza virus and other drugs and treatments for the symptoms and post-infection diseases, mainly pneumonias, which tend to become active in those infected by an influenza virus.

WAKE UP AMERICA!

STOP THE LIES!
STOP ANOTHER UNSOUND VACCINE!
STOP THE ‘AVIAN FLU’ VACCINE!

DEMAND THIS OBVIOUSLY UNSOUND
“AVIAN FLU” VACCINE
PROGRAM BE STOPPED!

ALSO, DEMAND THAT:

1. THE CURRENT INEFFECTIVE INFLUENZA VACCINATION PROGRAM SHOULD BE STOPPED IMMEDIATELY!

2. THE CURRENT ANTIVIRAL “FLU” DRUGS BE STOCKPILED AND USED TO TREAT THOSE WHO CONTRACT ANY INFLUENZA VIRUS!

3. AN IMMEDIATE PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPING BETTER ANTI-VIRAL DRUGS FOR THE INFLUENZA AND OTHER VIRUSES that are currently being addressed by vaccines with serious side-effect risks!

Respectfully,

Paul G. King, PhD, MS, BA
Founder, F.A.M.E. Systems
http://www.dr-king.com